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Abstract. During the years 1976-1991, sunspot number and the Kleczek flare index have
displayed a strong linear correlation (r = 0.94), one that can be described by the equation .9 =
-0.15 + 0.10 x, where x denotes annual sunspot number. While true, the temporal behaviors of
the two parameters have differed, with sunspot number peaking first in 1979 and the flare index
peaking much later in 1982 during cycle 21 and with more contemporaneous behavior in cycle
22 (both peaking in 1989, with a secondary peak in 1991). The difference appears to be directly
attributable to the way in which the Kleczek flare index has been defined; namely, the annual
flare index is the sum of the product of each flare's intensity (importance) times its duration (in
minutes) divided by the total number of flares during the year. Because the number of 'major'
flares (those of importance _>2) and flares of very long duration (duration > 100 min) both
peaked after sunspot maximum (1982/81, respectively) in cycle 21, one should have expected the
flare index to also peak (which it did). Likewise, because the number of major flares and flares of
very long duration peaked simultaneously with sunspot number (1989) in cycle 22, one should
have expected the flare index to also peak (which it did).
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1. Introduction
A simplified flare index, based strictly on the intensity (importance) and the duration (in rain) of
the Hct flare, was first introduced by Kleczek (1952). As such, it is believed that the flare index
gives roughly the total energy emitted by the flare. Ataq (1987) extended the flare index through
1986, noting that chromospheric activity was significantly higher in cycle 21 as compared to
cycle 20 and that activity began and reached peak earlier in the northern hemisphere as compared
to the southern hemisphere. In passing, Ataq further noted that Kleczek's flare index was the
only one that was being actively maintained (in contrast to the daily flare index that had been
routinely reported in SOLAR GEOPHYSICAL DATA - Part II, Comprehensive Reports,
through 1981). More recently, 6zgii_ and Ata_: (1994) have again extended the flare index, now
through 1991. They also compared the flare index with sunspot number and found the two
parameters to be well correlated.
The purpose of this paper is to reinvestigate the relationship between the flare index and
sunspot number for the years 1976-1991, in particular, the temporal behavior of the two data
sets. Additionally, other solar-cycle related parameters (e.g., FI 0.7, corrected sunspot area,
number of groups, number of flares, number of 'major' flares, and number of very long duration
flares) are compared with the flare index in order to ascertain which if any might more
appropriately describe the solar cycle-flare index relationship than the one using sunspot number.
2. Results and Discussion
Figure 1 displays annual averages of sunspot number (SSN) and the flare index (FI) for 1976--
1991, similar in structure and appearance to the one shown in Ozgtiq and Ata_ (1994), except
that other pertinent statistical information has also been included. As in 6zgO_; and Ataq, the
flare index values have been multiplied by 10 to make the comparison easier. Near the top of the
chartandrunninghorizontallyis acomparisonof thetwo parametersin termsof their 'runs' data
(i.e., thecurrentvaluebeingaboveor below its respectivemedianvalue),their local "trends'(i.e.,
thecurrentvalueupor downascomparedto thepreviousvalue),andtheir respective"ranks'
(from l--lowest valueto 16---highestvalue).Basedon their respectiveranks,oneeasily
computestheSpearmanrankcorrelationcoefficientrs(Lapin, 1978,p. 633)to be0.90,
indicatingthattheannualaveragesof sunspotnumberandflare indexappearto bewell
correlated.Analysisof therunsandtrendsdataindicatethatbothdatasetsdisplaystatistically
significantnonrandomvariations(i.e.,thesolarcycle)andthatthechanceof obtainingthe
observedabove/belowor up/downcombinationsor thosemoresuggestiveof adeparturefrom
independence(on thebasisof Fisher'sexacttestfor 2 x 2 tables;Everitt, 1977;p. 15)is P < 0.5
percent.Thecircledtermsidentify thosespecificyearswhenthebehaviorof thetwo parameters
differed (runsandtrends)or, in thecaseof ranks,whenthetwoparametersdifferedthemostin
termsof ranking(1982).
Figure2 depictsthescatterplot of flare indexversussunspotnumber.Basedonstandard
linearcorrelationanalysis(e.g.,Lapin, 1978,p. 317),oneeasilycomputestheregression
equationto be _ -- -0.15+ 0.10x (wherex is SSN),thePearsoncorrelationcoefficientr to be
0.94,thecoefficientof determination(r squared)to be0.89,andthestandarderrorof estimatese
to be2.0.Thus,oneinfersthatFI andSSNappearto bewell correlated,with about89percentof
thevariancein FI beingexplainedby theregressionagainstSSN.Thebox in the lowerpartof
Figure2 showstheresultsof Fisher'sexacttestfor thetwo parameters,indicatingthatthe
inferredrelationshipshouldbeconsideredstrong.Thecircleddatapoint identifiesthevaluesof
FI andSSNencounteredin 1982andrevealsthatit liesaboutthreestandarderrorsabovethe
regressionline.Therefore,while astronglinearcorrelationappearsto existbetweenFI andSSN,
onoccasion,the inferred(predicted)flare indexdiffersgreatlyfrom its observedvalue.The
questionnow iswhy is thisso.
Figure3 comparesFI andSSNagainstotherimportantsolar-cyclerelatedparameters(cf.
Wilson, 1993),includingF10.7(the10.7-cmsolarradioflux), CSSA(thecorrectedtotalsunspot
area),N(G) (thenumberof 'groups"or regionson theSun),N(f) (thenumberof groupedoptical
flares,asreportedin SOLARGEOPHYSICALDATA - PartII, ComprehensiveReports),N(Mf)
(thenumberof 'major' flares,whereamajor flare is oneof Hct importance_>2; Dodson-Prince
andBruzek, 1977),andN(LDf) (thenumberof flaresof very longduration,duration> 100 min).
Identified with each curve is the Spearman rank correlation coefficient rs (comparing each
parameter against FI). Thus, one infers that FI correlates well with all the various solar-cycle
related parameters, especially with N(f) and N(LDf), both having rs -- 0.96.
Figure 4 displays the scatter diagrams of FI versus N(f) (left panel) and FI versus N(LDf)
(right panel). As in Figure 2, each panel gives the regression equation, the correlation coefficient,
the coefficient of determination, and the standard error of estimate, as well as a measure of the
strength of the inferred correlation (P). Again, the values associated with the year 1982 are
circled. It is apparent that either regression is found to be superior to that based on SSN (Figure
2) and that the spread about the regression line is tighter (smaller se). From this, one infers that
the rather large discrepancy found for 1982 between observed and predicted FI (based on SSN)
essentially disappears when one uses a different proxy. Thus, while sunspot number peaked early
in cycle 21 as compared to FI, the lack of simultaneity is more to be expected, since FI appears to
better correlate against other parameters, in particular N(f) and N(LDf), than against SSN.
Returning briefly to Figure 3, one notes that both N(Mf) and N(LDf) have later occurring
peaks during cycle 21, as compared to either SSN or N(f), more in line with the observed
temporal behavior of FI. Perhaps a bivariate regression (Lapin, 1978, p. 369; Ehrenberg, 1982, p.
200) may provide an even better fit. Figure 5 shows the results of a bivariate analysis, comparing
FI against both N(Mf) and N(LDf). Such an analysis makes sense because by definition the FI of
an individual flare is the product of its intensity (importance) and duration. If major flares (flares
of large importance) and flares of very long duration more strongly contribute to the overall FI
average (although the number of such flares does vary over the solar cycle, the proportion of
N(Mf) to N(f) and N(LDf) to N(f) varies little, averaging 1.03 percent and 1.65 percent,
respectively, during 1976-1991 ), then the later occurring maxima of N(Mf) and N(LDf) might
explainwhy FI peaks3 yearsaftersunspotmaximum for cycle 21. Shown in Figure 5 is the
bivariate regression equation, the coefficient of multiple correlation and its square, the Spearman
rank correlation coefficient, and the standard error of estimate. While the bivariate fit may
slightly improve the overall performance of predicting FI as compared to using SSN, it still does
not do as well as using either N(t') or N(LDt) alone. (The rather strong correlation of FI and
N(LDf) may be indicative of a suspected solar-cycle variation of the average duration of a solar
flare; cf. Wilson, 1987.)
While securing values for N(f), N(Mf), and N(LDf), it became apparent that the way
flares are grouped has changed. Prior to 1982, flares were grouped according to their start-max-
end times by Hale plage region. Flares occurring within the overall duration from the same Hale
plage region were grouped together as one event, even though the location within the region and
the time of maximum may have differed. Thus, one event (flare) often had multiple peaks for
time of maximum occurrence. Beginning in 1982, a new format was introduced, one which
grouped flares on the basis of start-max-end times by NOAA group number and location. Flares
occurring closely in time and location, occasionally from the same NOAA region, were generally
treated as separate events. So, the concept of what constitutes a flare count has subtly changed.
An effort was made to make the N(Mf) and N(LDf) counts after 1981 more like those occurring
earlier. The greatest number of changes (several) found was for 1982. So, it may be that the
reported FI may be slightly overvalued, especially for 1982. It is beyond the scope of this paper
to address this issue.
Because SSN (N(D) is already known for 1992 and 1993, being 94.3 (3952) and 54.6
(2541), respectively, one can easily estimate FI for these years on the basis of the regression
equations shown in Figures 2 and 4. For 1992, one computes FI - 9.3+4,0, based on SSN, and
FI _, 6.9+2.8, based on N(f), both estimates being the +2 standard error prediction interval. For
1993, one computes FI = 5.3+4.0 (SSN) and FI -- 4.4£2.8 (N(f')). Thus, the peak FI for cycle 22
appears to have occurred in 1989.
In conclusion, while H and SSN do appear to be highly correlated, stronger correlations
are found to exist between H and N(f) and H and N(LDf). The latter occurring maximum in H
found during cycle 21 (1982) as compared to sunspot maximum (1979) seems to naturally follow
from the fact that more flares, especially those of very long duration and those of greater
importance, peaked later in the cycle after sunspot maximum. During cycle 22, a more
contemporaneous behavior occurred with FI. SSN, N(f), N(Mf), and N(LDf) all peaking in 1989.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1 Annual averages of sunspot number (SSN) and the flare index (FI) for the interval
1976-1991. Shown are the median values for both parameters, the 'runs'
combinations (where "a' means above the median and 'b' means below the median),
the "trends' combinations (where "u' means up and "d' means down), the 'ranks'
(where each parameter's value is ranked from 1, lowest, to 16, highest), and the
Spearman rank correlation coefficient rs (see text for details). Elapsed time in years
from sunspot minimum year is identified across the top, as well as the particular
sunspot cycle number.
Figure 2 Scatter plot of FI versus SSN. The median values are identified as the vertical and
horizontal lines. The regression is the heavy diagonal line, indicating a positive or
direct correlation between the two parameters. Identified are the regression equation
_, the Pearson correlation coefficient r, the coefficient of determination (r squared),
and the standard error of estimate se. Also shown is the probability (P) of obtaining
the observed distribution or one more suggestive of a departure from independence.
Figure 3 Comparison of FI with SSN and other solar-cycle related parameters. The Spearman
rank correlation coefficient is identified for each parameter (see text for details).
Figure 4 Scatter plot of FI versus N(f) (left panel) and FI versus N(LDf) (right panel).
Statistical parameters shown follow format given in Figure 2 (see text for details).
Figure 5 Scatter plot of FI (observed) versus FI (predicted), based on a bivariate fit of FI,
N(Mf), and N(LDf).
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